
Bras 4 A Cause TC
Board of directors meeting
June 7, 2018
Location:  TAAR offices
852 S. Garfield Ave.
Traverse City, MI

Attendees:  Taylor Webb, Claudia Rodriguez, Renae Hansen, Jenn Martin, Rebecca Cole,  Lisa McSauby, 
Clover roy, Karie Lambert (Westshore Bank), Jerry Endres, Ian Ashton, David Hricik (CB), Barb Sommerville

Notes:  Please read through and note pink directives.  These are ACTION items and may be 
yours!! Italicized names are those who stated what follows. 

I.  Call to order Taylor Webb, President  -  8:53 AM.  
II. Approval of June agenda.  8:53 AM  June agenda change in reference to “May” be made to June agenda.  
" Tay motions change. Renae seconds. Passed 8:53 AM.          
III  Approval of May minutes.    8:54 AM  Rebecca Cole to be added to attendees from May Minutes. Rene 
" motions to add. Ian seconds.  8:54 AM.        
IV. Treasurers report.   8:54 AM
" Paul Smallwood filed 2017 990N and paid 180 for service.  990N is postcard sent in if under $50K.  
" We are close to a different filing.  Tay:  Can you elaborate if we pass 50K? Renee:  Yes, we use 
" different form, cost more, really important that when in-kind donations are done we have a value:  
" includes padding, food, drinks, etc.  Streeters’ “comp’ed things” need a value also.  Barb:  When gifts 
" are inflated by the sponsor do we give conservative value or actual?  Suggest lower number. Is there 
" depreciation in a donation?  Ie.  Value is $2k, bid is $1k so what number do we use for Smallwood?  
" Depreciate the product?  Be careful not to double dip on auction items.  Capping bras in value so we 
" are even across the board.  Sponsors can pad their own bra but within reason.  Overflow products to 
" go into silent auction.  Clover:  Deadline for padding info July 4th (holy smokes, go Clover).  Ask 
" sponsors for logos at time of padding received for ease.  Bank balance $6860.64 includes recent 
" sponsorship from EKKO (C cup) Amerifirst (B cup). $250 for Bodamer Bros but no check?  Clover 
" thought paid but Renee has no check to date...she's checking register.  Spread sheet available in 
" google drive. Top has categories and bottom has budget line item for quick view regarding balance.  
" Cherryfest float for non-profit is no fee.  Rebecca clarified fee for handing things out.  Renee says no it 
" wasn't mentioned when she spoke to the Parade people.  July 7th is parade.  Parade photos uploaded 
" into Bras 2017 photos. 9:06 AM
V. Officers report
" a. President’s Report, Taylor 9:06 AM - Short and sweet.  Charity options of Cowell and Kelsie in 
" voice call.  Great info.  Thoughts to board on clear and concise gifting. Our struggles in past, MOMM, 
" gifting too tangible things Ie. Car ride, Internet.  True value is not just medicine.  Munson choice is 
" something all people can get behind.  Fund to women in all aspects of the treatment.  Discussed with 
" WCR as well and approved to go with the need/impact of the community.  Cowell was more spa like.  
" Smith was very broad in funding and couldn't earmark so Munson was choice.  Kelsie instrumental in 
" following up with Taylor.  Barb:  Is there a team of navigators?  Tay:  Yes, team and as we progress 
" further we will get more info on how this works for us.  Funds per person $600?  Ie. Uber ride for 
" chemo treatments.    Rebecca:  John Q. Public sees this as cancer care funding so we are meeting all 
" the needs.  Details are not given to public as not necessary as ALL assistance is cancer related.  
" Munson healthcare women's cancer fund aka Women's Cancer Fund.  MHWCF.  9:18 AM

b. Vp Report, Claudia.   9:19 AM - Curtis at Bodamer re: sales last year.  Bodamer has been 
purchased from dad and not sure where it all sits.  He will get ahold of his dad.  Not sure where funds 
are.  Clover:  how do we reconcile funds....Bodamer donating percentage of sales.  Renee:  Last year 
sales put into this year's sales?  Does Claudia keep pushing?  Clover: Snafu with current payment.  
Clover to call Curtis.  



" Two other companies want to get involved.  Nail company and someone else who want to earmark 
" donations per sales and gift to Bras. Network marketing companies want to donate proceeds and 
" get on the map.   Rebecca:  Don't have these folks at event...it's a distraction and so far nothing "has 
" come of it for Bras.    Clover:  Let these folks be padding contributor.  Maybe promote them on 
" Facebook. Shane being food guy...not sure about what to do with food (his girlfriend, Jackie, is 
" willing to help).  Claudia has ladies from Larkin to help with food.  Food to come in in July.  Susan 
" said she'd get an in for Tay and Susan Rouzer will get more involved the closer we get to event.    
" Larkin ladies, Jill Hinson, to work food and are excited about it.  Claudia to deal with Susan and get 
" Jill on board with crew and talk to Gordon's contacts.  Tay:  Gordon's very strict.  Reached out 
" yesterday.  Use letterhead with request.  Susan thinks we can replicate last year and help 
" coordinate.  We just need to pull trigger again.  Shane is guaranteed to have by parade.  Wants 
" everyone's opinion on mascot.  Has an idea for Bras mascot to be done in time for parade.  Need 
" guys to stand on float with bras and/or t-shirts.  Jerry has already volunteered. Claudia Hubby 
" volunteered.  9:29 AM
" c. Secretary Report, Jenn   9:30 AM. Banner stand.  Copy shop to give graphics.  We will buy 
" stand " $75-100.  9:33 AM                      

d. Sponsorship Clover Roy and Team 9:33 AM. Big decision. Fourteen paid, two more we know 
will be a part are Coldwell B and REO 916 bras). Dangling people still awaiting.  Paid so far:  6 a's, 
2 b's, 6 c's with 2 more c's that are coming.  Shy a bunch of b's.  Question:  We are blown through 
proposed deadline for sponsors.  Clover not married to 20...that was a cap.  Clover no problem 
pushing for a couple more or 16 good.  Can we do two more?  What other venues do we have 
about getting word out other than recess?  Judges:  Michelle, Carri Hart and Courtney Rehmer.  
Rehmer hasn’t called back.  We need direct line judges to spread the word.  All lady judges.   
Cristal Frost is MC.  Jenn to contact Amy smart regarding being a judge.  Jenn to hold on Amy until 
Clover talks to Whitney Amann with 9/10.  We need to start sharing FB posts across the board.  
Barb:  Comment on sponsorship.  REO top peeps thought there was pushback from other brokers 
questioning sponsoring because they felt we went astray because too risqué  and over the top.  
“Three or 4 years ago it was raunchy but it's been paired back”.  Renee:  Large number of men that 
don't support it because of men dressing like women.  Oh brother...  Renee:  Tighten up on alcohol 
before the show and behind the scenes.  Tay:  We have reworded the model info form where they 
only get one assistant per bra and a reminder we are supporting your business, community and to 
remember that.   Clover:  If someone is too drunk they cannot go on.  Model assistant job is to keep 
control of model and not allow drunkness.  Tay:  Person in the room, Kate and company, to keep 
assistants in check.  Talk to Streeters team waitresses to monitor drinking and serving for models 
until X amount of time.  Multiple people in model room need to help monitor the model drinking.  
Let's all ban together and keep drinking to a minimum.  Ian:  If two very minor sponsors  have an 
issue, let's talk to them and have a conversations and get to the bottom of the problem.  Thanks 
Barb for bringing this up.  Worthy of model conversation up front.  Clover to immediately bring to 
attention to a no drunkness on stage with ALL big hitter sponsors.  NO tolerance on stage in 2018. 
Clover to do another push with July 4th weekend.  Padding: David H. Completing list.  Sent 
message to Shannon Jensen .  Updating system.  Setting up a day to knock on doors.  Meet in 
person rather than call in.  Tay:  If you need help call on VP and P.  Gift cards are great gifts as 
they're give away able. 9:54 AM
e. Food/events, Lisa Mcsauby.   9:54 AM. Recess went well.  Great turnout.  Couple people to 
donate. Rove owner fighting breast cancer.  Clover / David to touch base with her. Many people 
expressed an interest in helping.  Focusing on parade.  Lisa to reach out to Shane re:  game plan, 
needs, help,  Shane wants opinion of everyone to make sure appropriate.  Rio theme?  Feathers?  
Lisa connecting with Rebecca and coordinate time, place, decor.    Tay:  Is there any way to do float 
at Streeters?  Staging is state street.  Tay to call Doug/Nancy for Streeters staging.  Thursday night 
Streeters and Friday will be final check before parade on Saturday.  What about civic center?  
Reserve a pavilion at civic center all day Friday noon - 6 with picnic then move to office overnight. 
10:02 AM
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f.  Media, Chandler and Ian.   10:03 AM Update sponsors logos and sponsors on website. Sponsor 
posts to be scheduled starting this week.  Doing repeats of bigger sponsors.  Connect with Chandler 
and Katie on silent auction.  Ian says no free solution.  There's a set cost and per item fee for SA on 
website.  Meeting to be set up for SA to get figured out.  Clover to speak to Katie on this. Will add 
Munson logo to website an FB.  Add charity to sponsor post too.  Tay to touch base with Kelsie before 
1 pm today.  Kelsie to get Tay an arsenal of infor for web page re: fund and what it's about. Ian:  Does 
bras do an email letter blast and can we do that to send to WCR and WCR will send out?   10:07 AM
g. Food, Shane Venus.   10:07 AM   Figuring out              
h. Table Sales - Becky Lancaster absent
I.  Facility - Doug/Nancy.     Tay to connect with them re: parade 

Vi. Old business                                       
a. Tickets and WCR. 10:08 AM Email sent to Barb, Deb and Linda Weismann confirming charity.  
Kelsie to confirm tickets, design and out Wednesday or Thursday.  Tay already designed.  Free 
shipping.  Generic  - won't be pink but jazzy.  In mail Tuesday.  Proof to Barb and Deb.  Ticket sales 
info "goes to" will be on tickets. WCR to start push for event.  Send copy to Stacy isles attorney for 
legal proof.  Ian wants link for Doug/Nancy to put on website and start promoting.  WCR site will also 
have it online.  Ginger needs better image.  Ginger is Bay Breeze printable graphics.  10:12 AM
b. Graphic Status (Table tents/Pop-Up - quotes?) 10:12 AM  Ginger working on this and she got 
male bust.  Spray paint pink?  10:12 AM
c.  New Website - work in progress
d.  Emcee and judges - done. Clarify Whitney Amen with 9/10
e.  Sponsorships/Marketing Adjustments. - done.  

VII. New business.                                    
a. Parade & T-shirts (decorating location & date) 10:13 AM.  Confirmed set up.  Pencils to hand out 
for kids.  T-shirts costs?  Jen Tees?  Tay to call.  100 t-shirts to hand out?  WCR has budget for our T's.  
Ways and Means budget? Hand out and models get a T.  Walkers in parade get T's. Nancy has deal on 
T's?  Tay to reach out to her.  Tay can make board T's with Team they work on.  Throwing T's during 
parade raised excitement.  They didn't sell before and probably won't now so let's throw them out 
again.  Ian:  Ask sponsors to add $50 to add their logo on back of T's for parade. 10:18 AM
b. Open discussion 10:18 AM  Ian:  Was risque comment due to media posting?  Response: No, 
posting is good.  If anyone has any volunteers please direct them to the team they are interested in. 
10:20 AM

VIII. Adjournment.   10:20 AM 
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